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Faculty Rejects "Model Answers" Again
by Mike Alexander and
Doug Watts
On Friday, March 7, the NLC
faculty met and voted to kill the
heavily student-supported "mo-
del answer" proposal. In ano-
ther action, they tabled a motion
to include student representa-
tion on a newly formed Budget
Committee and voted to keep
the deliberations of the Commit-
tee closed and confidential.
In less controversial action,
James W. H. Stewart, of Wash-
ington and Lee University, was
unanimously appointed to teach
Trusts and Estates in the
evening of the second summer
session of 1975. The facuIty also
approved a proposal to make all
grades issued by Professor D.C.
Green either credit or no credit,
effective with the fall semester,
1975.
SBA President Roy Baldwin
opened the rehearing on the
proposal that a model answer for
examination questions be made
available to interested students.
The proposal, which carried
overwhelming student support
and the approval of the facuIty
scholarship committee, had pre-
viously been defeated at a
facuIty meeting conducted over
semester break. The timing of
that meeting brought harsh
criticism since it effectively
precluded student input into
debate on the issue.
At round two on the proposal,
Baldwin presented the student
position, stressing the following
points: the answer to be posted
by the professor is not "model"
in the sense that it is the correct
answer; instead, it is to be
clearly understood that the
posted answers are merely repre-
sentative of one acceptable
approach to the, issues the
professors' recognize as germane.
Furthermore, the format of the
posted answer is flexible, rang-
ing from an outline of issues to
full essay answers with accom-
panying critique by the profes-
sors. Finally, Baldwin cited the
students' approval of the propo-
sal by a margin of 9.5 to 1.
The facuIty responded to
Baldwin's presentation with re-
sistance. According to the min-
utes of the meeting, several
instructors feIt that the objective
of the proposal Wa'S already
served by the student right to
conference concerning an exam.
Professors Rothschild and Potts
argued that the model answer
would tend to focus the confer-
ences on the issue of the fairness
of a student's grade.
Professor Carrow was con-
cerned with the effect of the
proposal on the reputation of the
NLC. He thought model answers
would be poor training for
lawyers, since there are no model
court decisions.
Some faculty members feIt
that a compulsory model answer
might violate the teachers' aca-
demic freedom, but others felt
that a dilution of the resolution
to voluntary compliance would
5-Year Rule Proposed
For Bar Adm issions
by Bill Wallace
The Committee on Admis-
sions for the District of Colum-
bia Court of. Appeals has
proposed to the court that it
limit the admission of attorneys
by motion to those who have
practiced in another jurisdiction
for a minimum of five years ..
Under the current procedure,
attorneys who have been admitt-
ed to other bars can be waived
into the D.C. Bar by motion
after paying $300. The only
other requirement is that the
attorney shall have practiced
elsewhere for a minimum of six
months.
Responding to the proposal,
Associate Judge Austin Fickling,
on January 13, requested John
Douglas, President of the D.C.
Bar, to solicit comments from
. the membership at large. Judge
Fickling said he hoped to receive
the results of the inquiry within
60 days.
On February 18 Douglas
informed the Board of Govern-
ors of the Bar that he had
appointed a committee of 11
attorneys to investigate the
proposed modification. of the
rules and report back to the
Board by its March 11th Meet-
ing. The Board in ' turn .had
hoped to report to the Court of
Appeals by March 13, but there
was not word of that report by
late Friday, March 14th.
Both Bar and Court officers
emphasize that the proposed
five-year practice rule is only
under .consideration and may
not be approved this year.
(Please tum to p. 3, col. 2)
leave the proposal without sub-
stantial effect.
The proposal was again re-
jected by the faculty, this time by
a vote of 15-6. Voting in favor of
providing students with model
answers were the three students
present, Professor John
Banzhaf, Professor Russell
Stevenson, and Professor Robert
Park.
One item of note brought to .
light in the discussion of the
proposal was a rule cited by
Dean Kramer that once a final
grade is posted, it can only be
changed in order to correct an
arithmetic error and must be
accompanied by the professor's
written admission of his or her
mistake.
The final business of the
meeting was the establishment
of a Faculty Senate Budget
Committee which will serve as
an advisory board to review the
NLC budget. Individual faculty
salaries, however, will not be
reviewed. The committee will
report only to its chairman,
Dean Kramer. .
The committee will be closed
to facuIty members not on it,
and agenda, minutes and docu-
.ments of the meetings will not be
made available. Professor Park
made .a motion to open such
meetings, but the motion was
defeated; Professor Weston op-
posed a "town forum atmos-
phere" until the committee had
obtained operating experience.
Roy Baldwin proposed then
that three students be added to
the Budget Committee. The
general facuIty tenor was that
such a proposal was not without
merit; but, until the budget
committee sets the tone and
.scope of its overview and gathers
experience, student input is not
appropriate. Dean Kramer as-
serted that the NLC should see
how the other schools at GW will
handle student membership on
their new budget. committees
before the NLC acts. The
"Baldwin" Amendment was ta-
bled.
The elected members of the
Budget Committee are Profes-
sors Barron; Kuhn, Park,
Rothschild and Weston.
D.C. Green Gets CRINC Rule
by Robert Chapman
"All competition is bad if not immoral and
accounts for the woes of the modern world.
Accordingly; I believe that we ought to give no
encouragement to the competitive spirit in the
National Law Center and, indeed, that we ought,
whenever possible, to eliminate every occasion for
the exercise of the competitive spirit."
Those are the words of Professor David C-
Green who stands alone at the National Law
Center in his convictions that students should not
be set against one another. but should strive
co-operatively for high. standards of legal
craftsmanship. In 1973 when Green presented to
the faculty six resolutions providing for an end to
numerical grading and the substitution of a
credit-no credit system allowing the student to
repeat the course until he performed satisfactorily
the motion died for lack of a second.
Although Green himself admits to entering the
competitive arena during his studies at the
University of Virginia he notes that he quickly
decided against going to Harvard when a friend
there related a story of missing class and being-
refused the opportunity to borrow notes by his
classmates.
For several years after his arrival at the
National Law Center in 1961 Green spent long·
hours pouring over bluebooks as he made those
carefully rationalized but completely arbitrary
distinctions between the work deserving a 78 and
that meriting an 80. His growing conviction of the
"lamentable resuIts of competitive grading",
however, prompted him to embark on a joint
program with the students to produce the highest
. grades possible with the goal that every student
should receive a final term grade of 100.
D.C. Green's grading system, which required
the resubmission of papers ofless than a particu-
lar level of excellence, satisfied his own believes as
well as those of students who were eager to com-
pete with the registrar's office to extend the
ceiling on the class with the easy A.
Green reports that colleagues who differed with
his principles were, however, annoyed and soon
began to "fiddle with those damn curves."
Professor Green devised anon-competitive
solution to satisfy the faculty guidelines that at
least 30% of a class receive final grades of C. He
David C. Green
randomly assigned 30% of a class's grades as 74
and 70% as 75.
Since the NLC faculty grading guidelines apply
only to sections of more than 50 students, some
difficulty was encountered this fall when Green
taught two sections of Federal Jurisdiction, one
with 60 students and one with 40. Consequently,
the larger section would receive grades of 74-75
and the smaller one grades of 100. With only the
interest of sound legal scholarship in mind •
transfers were arranged so that each class would
have 50 members and each member would
qualify for the valuable experience of having a 100
on her or his transcript.
At the March 7, 1975 faculty meeting, Dean
Potts, eager to soothe the stings of a successful
gadfly, reintroduced a compromise to D. C.
Green's 1973 motion for the end of all competitive
grading at the National Law Center. The motion,
when first suggested in 1973, provided for
credit-no credit grading of Green's courses.
Whether other faculty members were also eager to
(Please tum to p. 7, col. 3)
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ILS Presents Programs on
Private International Law
by Catherine Tinker
In contrast to the previous programs featuring speakers on
International human rights and public interest law, the
International Law Society recently presented two practicing
attorneys who dicussed private international law and. how to get a
job in the field. Daniel Ferry of Friedman, Medalie, Ochs, and
Jacks spoke on March 5; and John Hardin Young of Collier,
Shannon, Rill, and Edwards spoke on March 12.
Daniel Ferry stressed pratical experience as the best background
for international law. He worked for several years in a general
practice, was a district attorney, worked on the Hill, and went to
graduate school before starting to work with an international law
firm.
He feels students have an excellent opportunity to work while
going to school in Washington. Job movement is ho~izontaI in this
field, with lawyers moving back and forth between government and
private firms. Therefore any legal experience is helpful. ; ,.
The second important skill to acquire during law school is the
ability to deal with contacts. According to Mr. Ferry, much of the
business of law depends ·on .coincidental meetings and knowing
whom to call for information - in Washington. .A fruitless
investigation for one client in a small Virginia town led him to a
conversation with another person who needed advice on his
father-in-law's business of exporting marble from Mexico.
Mr. Ferry became an overnight expert on the subject through
research and a few phone calls and branched into a new area of
international law.
It is possible to begin a practice in international law with luck,
hard work, and a grueling schedule. International law is not a
romantic, glamorous field, Mr. Ferry cautioned, but a complex and
challenging area which can be enormously rewarding. Realistically,
trips abroad consist of conferences at hotels, staying up late
preparing for the next day's rou~ds of talks, and tly~ngback h?me.
John Young focused attention on the practice of private
international law. Too often people think of the field as limited to
treaties or activities through the UN. In reality there are several
main areas in which the private sector is distinct from public
international 'law: domestic protective statutes, anti-trust actions
involving multi-national corporations, and mixed areas like the law
of the sea.
The first area is that of countervailing duties, which involve efforts
to offset trade advantages on goods imported from other countries
into the US.
For example, a country may decide to dump a line of shoes on the
American market at a price below that of American manufacturers.
The American company must seek administrative remedies through
Customs or prove injury to the International Trade Commission.
Perhaps legislative protection for the industry can be included in a
trade bill pending with that country if a Congressman or Senator
can be made aware of the problem. The role of the lawyer in all these
efforts is obvious.
As multinational corporations become more important, the area
of international anti-trust litigation will open up. Articles 85 and 86
of the Treaty of Rome correspond to the Sherman Act, and Mr.
Young believes the mood of the European Economic Community
may be ready for anti-trust suits soon. .
International arbitration is another fast-growing area and
includes international trade talks aimed at reducing tariffs.
. Another area where public and private law overlap is in the law of
the sea. Mining rights are being tested now as well as the 200-mile
limit for fishing rights. Some recognized specialties in the law are
applicable to international situations: tax, environmental law, trusts
and estates, and immigration.
Both speakers acknowledged the difficulty of breaking into the
field but stressed its rewards once you're there. Most international
law firms are in Washington or NewYork, but a few may be found
scattered throughout the country, in' San Francisco, Chicago, or
Houston.
Advice from both attorneys to students was to publish whenever
possible, work for law journals like GW's Journal of International
Law and Economics. or at least read such journals. The main thing
is to become a good lawyer first and then work into the field of
international law.
PIRG Surveys Repair Results
Two local citizens' groups are
undertaking a unique telephone
survey to determine the effec-
tiveness of the District's con-
sumer goods repair. la",:, t~e
most stringent law of Its kind 10
. the country.
The D.C. Public Interest
Research Group (DC PIRG) and
the Consumer Affairs Commit-
tee of Americans for Democratic
Action (ADA) are asking per-
sons who have had cars, televi-
sions, radios or hi-fi equipment
repaired in the District since last
December 1 to call 635-5787 and
answer. surveyors' questions
about their' experience. .
Telephone calls will be ac-
cepted through April 15. Results
of the survey will be made public
and submitted to the city
council, but consumers' names
will remain confidential, accord-
ing to Jim Vitarello, PIRG
executive director.
"Without this kind of survey,
no one will know with any
certainty just how effectively the
law is working," he said.
"Co-operation in this survey is
essential to provide a reliable
indicator of the law's effective-
ness."
The D.C. law is the most
stringent law in the nation
regulating car, motorcycle, tv,
radio and stereo equipment
repair, but few consumers are
aware of their new rights,
Vitarellosaid.
"The mayor's office has been
less than enthusiastic in its
support for and enforcement of
this important consumer law.
The consumer repair board has
yet to hire a single staff person to
investigate complaints or issue
licenses, and the $60,000 that
was appropriated in July, 1974,
has never been used," he said.
Under the law, which was
passed by the old city council
last July, repair dealers must
provide a written estimate before
beginning work. Total costs for
repair services cannot exceed
this estimate by more than 20
per cent for repairs of $300 or
less, or by more than 10 per cent
for repairs costing more than
.$300 unless the customer agrees
to the increase.
Dealers· must also disclose
service charges or other fees'
before making a house call,
provide a receipt for goods l~ft
for repair, return old, defective
parts on demand, and give the
consumer a signed copy of the
final bill listing all work done. In
the event of a dispute, the dealer
has the right to hold the goods
until the disagreement is settled.
By January IS, 1977, each
dealer. mu~t also employ a
supervisory inspector whowould
be licensed after passing a
competency examination devel.
oped by the Consumer GOOds
Repair Board.
The board, composed of three
consumers and two repair deal.
ers, also has the authority to
hold hearings on alleged viola.
tions, issue its own cease and
desist orders, suspend or revoke
licenses, and award monetary
compensation for valid com.
plaints.
Students from Catholic Uni-
versity, Catholic UniversityLaw
School, and American Univer-
sity are conducting the survey.
AntiochApproved by ABA
by Diane Seeger
The American Bar Associ-
ation, at a midyear policy-
making House of Delegates
meeting, granted full approval
to Antioch School of Law here in
the District and the University of
Puget Sound School of Law in
Tacoma, Washington.
Antioch was provisionally. ac-
credited by the ABA in Febru-
ary, 1973, five months after
opening its doors to students.
Provisionally-approved ( schools
must fully comply with ABA
standards within five years to
achieve full approval status.
Criteria covering such areas as
faculty, curriculum, facilities
and library resources must be
met to receive ABA accredita-
tion.
Four additional law schools
received provisional approval,
bringing the number of enders-
ed institutions to 161: Thomas
M. Cooley Law School, Lansing,
Michigan; the University ot
Dayton School of Law, Dayton,
Ohio; Midwestern SchoolofLaw
at Hamline University, St. Paul,
Minnesota, and the Vermont
Law School, South Royalton,
Vermont.
Despite a depressed economy
and tight job market, five new
schools were provisionally ap-
proved last year - Bringham
Young University, Franklin
Pierce Law Center, Universityof
Hawaii, Southern Illinois Uni-
versity and Western New Eng-
land. By the fall of 1974, these
schools had enrolled 1,116
students.
Two other schools, the Uni-
versity of Dayton in Dayton,
Ohio, and Nova University in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
opened their doors to first year
law classes in 1974.
Michaely Sets Securities
Symposium for March 24
by Ed Ing tend the d-iscussionwhich will be
In order to acquaint students held Monday, March 24, at 8
with the practice of securities pm in the Marvin Center
law as well as with job opportun- Graduate Lounge, Room 405.
ities in the field, Professor Commissioners A. A. Sommer
George Michaely has organized and Irving M. Pollack will
a symposium of leading securi- participate as will Former Com-
ties practitioners. All interested missioner Manuel F. Cohen.
students-particularly those Also presenting the government
who. have taken or who are aspect of the practice, will be
taking a course in securities. Richard L. Jaeger, Chief Coun-
regulations-are invited to at- sel for the Legal and Trial
Section of Enforcement
William E.· Toomey, Speciai
Counsel in the Division of
Corporation Finance, as well as
several recent law school grad-
uates who have joined the
Securities and Exchange Com-
mission.
.Several outstanding attorneys
Will speak for the private
practitioners: Milton Freeman.
Joseph B. Levin, Fred A. Little,
Meyer Eisenberg, and Mahlon
M. Frankhauser. All of these
Urban Affairs Symposium
The Urban Affairs Program and the Program Resident Fellow of the Institute for Policy Studies
Board of the George Washington University will and author of Neighborhood Government: The
co-sponsor the third annual GWU symposium Local Foundations of Politcal Life. Mr. Kotler's
"Neighborhood Governmentin Urban America" ·address will begin at 1:40 pm in room 317 of
on Friday. March 21, beginning at 1:30 pm, in Building C.
Building C at 2201 G Street. NW. Admission is The address will be followed by panel
free and the public is invited. . discussions in three areas: philosophical founda-
The symposium will examine emerging pat- tions of neighborhood government, the economics
terns of political decentralization in American of neighborhood self-sufficiency, and the pros.
cities. The keynote speaker willbe M!lt~ll Kotler, .. pects for advisory neighborhood councils.
practitioners have had experi-
ence as former SEC staff
members, and Mr. Frankhauser
is a former vice president of the
New York Stock Exchange and
of the brokerage firm of
Shearson Hayden Stone, Inc.
The participants will speak on
the different facets of securities
. practice. They will especially
discuss how a lawyer gets into
the practice, what private securi·
ties practitioners look for in
selecting a new associate, and
what the present job prospects
are. The panel will also respond
to questions from the audience.
Those students who plan to
attend are asked to sign up on
the lists posted in the lobby of
Stockton Hall and in the Law
Library to indicate the size of
attendance. However, those who
do not sign up beforehand are
still encouraged to come.
First Year Grades Uneven
by Roy Baldwin Criminal Law and Contracts,
The SBA has released the .Section 12 ran about 4 to 6
results of its analysis of the first points behind Section 11 in most
year grades. The analysis shows ' .intervals, and Section 13 ran
that in some cases, one's relative about 3 to 5 points behind
standing in a course is not Section 12 in the intervals at the
reflected in the grade received. upper half of the class. In Torts,
For example, a student receiving Sections 12 and 13 ran about
a 75 in Criminal Law would have even and Section 11 was behind
been in the top quarter of them by about 4 or 5 points.
Professor Ferster's class, in the The night sections ran close to
middle of Professor Robinson's Sections 12 and 13 in Torts. On
class and in the bottom quarter the whole, the night sections
of Professor Sirulnik's class. fared better than -their day
Putting it another way, a 75 in counterparts.
Professors Ferster's class is The SBA suggests that stu-
approximately equivalent to get- dents for whom it may be
ting an 84 in Professor Sirulnik's advantageous, particularly those
class. in Section 13, should indicate on
Similarly, in the contracts their resumes the percentage
sections, a 76 in Professor into which their grades fall, so
Cibinic's class is approximately that a potential employer can get
equivalent to an 86 in Professor a more accurate picture of what
Pock's night section. In both the grades reflect.
Vacation Library Hours





Saturday, April 5th --------------9 am-S pm
Sunday, April 6th --------------Noon-l0 pm
Monday, April 7 -------------8 am-Midnight




Frustrated because you can't
find either the first floor or
basement copy of the official US
Reports or Federal Reporter,
Second Series? Relax. Help is on
the way. .
Your library committee has
recommended that we publicize
and include in the next guide to
the library, the fact that The
Jacob Burns Law Library has
two branch libraries.
Accordingly, the Faculty
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Percentile Criminal Law: Contracts: Torts:
Sc.ll Sc.12 Sc. 13 Sc.ll Sc. 12 Sc. 13 Sc.20 Sc.ll Sc. 12 Sc.13 Sc.20
% Sirulnik Robinson Ferster Pock Nash Cibinic Pock Seidelson Schwartz Park Banzhaf
5 89 92 85 90 86 82 90 83 87 90 82
10 88 87 80 88 82 78 (90) 80 84 86 81
15 87 84 (80) 86 80 (78) 88 79 83 83 80
20 85 83 78 84 79 76 86 77 81 82 78
25 84 79 75 (84) 78 (76) 84 76 (81) 80 77
30 83 78 (75) 82 77 75 (84) 75 80 79 (77)
35 (83) 77 (75) (82) (77) 74 82 (75) 79 78 (77)
40 81 76 (75) 80 76 (74) 80 74 (79) 77 76
50 80 74 72 78 74 73 78 72 77 75 75
60 78 73 70 (78) 73 72 74 70 75 73 73
70 77 71 (70) 74 72 71 73 68 73 72 71
80 74 70 68 (74) 69 69 70 67 72 70 69
90 72 68 (68) 71 67 68 67 65 71 64 66
Standards for Inter-Library Use
by Hugh Y. Bernard
Because the library space at
the five law schools in Washing-
ton, D.C. is limited, and because
there is a need for a uniform
policy regarding the use of
another shcool's library by stu-
dents from this law school-as
well as the use of our school's
library by students from the
other four law shcools, the
following policy regarding inter-
law library use is set out:
It shall be the practice, in
general, for students of this law
school to use the library facilities
of this school, rather than to
resort to the library facilities at
any other law school in Wash-
ington' D.C. (All persons may, of
course, use the excellent law
library at the Library of Con-
gress at any time. Permission is
not required.)
However, realizing that there
are circumstances that make it
necessary for students to have
additional resources and library
materials at their disposal when
these resources and materials
may not be a part of this school's
library-or may be temporarily
"unavailable" at this school's
library, there will be exceptions
made in the following circum~·
stances:
(1) When a student is enrolled
for course work at more than
one law school. that student may
use the library at each scho~1
without seeking any permission.
Proof of registration at each law
school will be required.
[2] When a student is engaged
in class-assigned work which
requires the use of special
materials which ate not a part of
the collections of his school's
library. then the librarian of that
school may issue a permit
permitting that student to use
needed materials at another law
school's library.
[3] When a student is engaged
in other research work. not
assigned in his course, but
5-Year Rule for Bar Admission
(Continued from page 1)
Nevertheless, the proposed rule
change, discussed for many
years, is closer to approval now
than ever before, Bar observers
noted.
If passed, the five-year prac-
tice rule would have serious
impact on the mobility and
career plans of many attorneys,
especially recent graduates.
The Admissions Committee's
proposal would tighten entry to
the local Bar by requiring that
applicants have practiced law
for at least five of the eight years
immediately preceding applica-
tion.
The only exception would be
for attorneys from a jurisdiction
whose corresponding non-exam
admissions standards are less
stringent. For these applicants,
the standards of their states
would be reciprocated in D.C.
The impulse for restricting
non-exam admissions apparent-
ly stems from resentment by
local bar members of non-reci-
procity in Maryland and Virgin-
ia, together with a desire to
protect their own vested interest.
Virtually all jurisdictions, in-
cluding Maryland and Virginia,
have adopted the five-year prac-
tice rule. Many require that
Alumni Plan Senior Reception
The George Washington Law Association will
hold its annual Senior Reception on Saturday,
April 19, 4:30-6:30 pm at the National Lawyers
Club 1815 H Street, N.W. Cocktails and a buffet
will be served. All students who graduated in
September, 1974; February, 1975; and present
seniors who will graduate this May will receive a
notice by mail in early April. However, in the
event people do not receive an invitation due to
the vagaries of the Postal Service, the Law Alumni
Office takes this opportunity to invite the
above-mentioned groups, along with their
husbands, wives, fr.en.ds or ~scorts.. t
In past years, the Senior Reception has proven
to be a most enjoyable and successful event. The
Law Association is again this year planning to
.make the affair a memorable evening. Among
those on hand will be President Lloyd H. Elliott;
Dean Kramer; President of the Law Association,
.Marion Edwyn Harrison; Law Alumni Director,
Clifford A. Dougherty; Members of the Board of
Trustees; full-time and part-time faculty & staff.
. This may be one of the last times that fellow
students, faculty and law alumni have a chance to
casually meet before Commencement in May.
,~?P~.to see you therel ,
applicants pass their state bar
exam regardless of, or in
-addition to the practice rule.
The lack of reciprocity of the
adjacent jurisdictions is consi-
dered by some Washington
lawyers as patently unfair.
Not only does Rule 46 I (c) as
it now stands permit attorneys
from Virginia and Maryland to
utilize D.C. courts while local
lawyers are precluded from a
similar reciprocal privilege, but
it allows law students to take the
Pennsylvania bar exam, for
example, and waive in on motion
to the D.C. Bar.
In July, 1974, 93% of all
students sitting for the Pennsyl-
vania exam passed. The corres-
ponding figure for the District
was 63%, for Virginia 76%, and
(Please tum to p. 7, co). 1)
related to his law studies. and
this requires the use of special
materials which are not a part of
the collections of his school's
library, or of some other area
law library, then the librarian of
that school may issue a permit
permitting that student to use
needed materials which are
known to be at another school's
library.
An exception WILL NOT be
made in thefollowing situations:
[1) When a student resides or
is employed closer to a law
school other than the school in
which that student is enrolled.
the student will not normally be
permitted to use the library of
the closer school.
[2] When a student simply
prefers to use the library of
another school because oft'con-
venience of the moment," or
because "materials are more
readily available" at the other
school, no permit will be issued.
Procedure for obtaining a per-
mit:
When a student believes that
there is a need to use the
materials in another school's
library, that student will apply to
the librarian (or his designated
alternate) at his or her own
school.
If the conditions for a permit
are satisfied, in the best judg-
ment of the issuing librarian, a
permit will be issued and a copy
thereoftransmitted to the librar-
ian at the other school.
The permit will expire at the
date and hour specified thereon.
Permits will not be issued for
semesters or for lengthy periods.
At the other school's library. the
holder of the permit must keep
the permit on his or her person
at all times, and show it to any
library staff member when asked
to do so.
Professor Bernard is the Ii·
brari~n at the Jacob Burns La1\'
Library.














The rejection by the Faculty of the Model Answers Proposal
does not come as too much of a surprise; the previous rejection
at the January faculty meeting set the stage for the March
defeat. What does come as a surprise, however, is the refusal
of the faculty to place students on its newly-formed committee
to make recommendations concerning the budget of the
National Law Center.
We have little conceptual objection to the role of the faculty
in the management of the affairs of the Law Center. Indeed,
the relationship of the faculty to the administration actually
approaches an ideal level of input into the. process of
determination of the conditions of employment.
. But such institutional and indeed all work relationships
affect not only the employer and the employee but also the
consumers of the product that the employees produce.
fhe budget of the law center is one such item bearing on the
faculty-administration relationship that does have· an
immediate and direct impact on the quality of the services
that we, as students, receive; But the fact that the members of
the faculty have decided to study the budget in a closed
committee without student inputimptiesthat their interests
and objectives are notatligned with those of the student body.
To the extent that this divergence of interests does exist, the
quality of education at the Law Center will suffer. Just as
students .should be concerned with .the conditions of
employment of the faculty, faculty members should be
concerned with the quality of the ultimate product that
students consume. The overall result will be the generation of
an atmosphere more conducive to education.
5-Year Practice' Rule
As reported on the front page of this issue of the Advocate,
:he Committee on' Admissions of the District of Columbia
20urt of Appeals has proposed that the court consider
mplimentation of a rulelimitingadmission to the D~C. bar by
notion to attorneys who have practiced in other jurisdictions
for a minimum of five years. As students in a law school
ocated inthe District of Columbia, the impact of this rule,
.hould it be adopted, would substantially affect many of us.
The present system, in which each individual state sets its
own bar admissions requirements, forces a graduating law
.tudent to choose one or two states in which to practice for the
next several years. Requiring five years of practice before
oeing waived into the bar of another jurisdiction exacerbates
:he already stringent limitations on the mobility of lawyers,
The fact that most jurisdictions have a similar rule,
effectively tocking lawyers into one jurisdiction and out of
nost.others, does not justify it.Tt only points to the prevalence
)f professional economic protectionism, a policy which is more
leleterious than useful in serving society's legal needs.
Since the District of Columbia is a national focal point for
he legal. system, the proposedfive"year requirement is
sspecially burdensome to transferring government lawyers and
obbying non-government lawyers. But most importantly, the
)istrict of Columbia should take the lead in combatting the
rrovincialism of the legal profession, and not merely follow in
he doubtful footsteps of a questionable practice.
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A Look at the Future of the Law
by Max Pock
1.The prevalent fear is that lawyers are coming
off the assembly line in numbers too large for
society to absorb (after all; you only need a few
books and an overheated room to start a law
school),
2. Dysfunctions of the market are not the
product of overproduction bu.t i?herent ~eak-
nesses of the delivery system which IS locked into a
piece-work, fee-for-service regime which charac-
terized the medical profession until recently.
3. The need for legal services is rising almost
exponentially. The galloping welfare sta~e (no
value judgment intended) increases the points of
collision and contact between the citizen and the
state constantly. This multiplies legal rules. which
augments theneed for people who can interpret
these rules and guide behavior.
4. Pre-paid legal maintenance plans appear to
me to be the answer. By paying a Blue Cross-Blue .
Shield type premium, members of the vast, and
hitherto totally neglected middle class will be
given access to legal services-so many hours of
"free" preventive legal advice per year and
effective help when they need it. Such. plans are
being pioneered all over the country now.
Actuarial problems still have to be worked out..
but. the trend is unmistakable.
, 5. The need for legal services is not to be
mistaken with, e.g., the need for school teachers.'
Zero population growth may well limit the
number of employable teachers. The need for
teachers is largely a politico-economic issue
settled by collective bargaining etc, because ideal
teacher-student ratios are a matter of speculation
(European schools have lousy teacher-student
ratios by current US standards, but they do a
much better job in teaching fundamentals, such
as (dare I say it) teaching their students to use
their own language effectively).. The increasing
need for legal services.-particularly preventive
law, counseling before things go awry rather than
paying the pathologist after the patient has
died-is simply structural, a function of the
increasing complexity of society and not .its
numerical increase... . '
6. I visualize pre-paid legal clinics with
subscribers-or "open" plans, which allow
subscribers to choose among several clinics, These
clinics would have one thing in common: ' high
cost-efficiency,
I visualize familypractice clinics which have on
their staff experts from various fields-insurance,
domestic relations, taxation, contracts-consumer-
sales, I<indlord-tenant 'law and perhaps actual
trial practice Gi ta barrister, who has to be briefed
on substantive law-s-about which he/she knows
little-e-butis an expert on winning cases in court.)
. 7. Of course; demands upon these specialists
may not be as challenging as an admiralty case
one day and a divorce the next. ~ut we are here to.
render a service and not to "please" ourselves.
General practitioners, even those who limit
themselves to groups of related areas, are not
cost-eflicient. Their clients have to pay dearly for
the autodidactic ventures of "general practition-
ers" who, never having faced an unfair trade case,
have to "teach" themselves a little law on the
subject at their clients' time and expense.
8.) Renaissance persons (men?) have always
appealed to me in a ~omanti~ so~ of way. A
person could be an artist, ~ scientist and many
other things all at the same trme and know almost
all there was to know.
Unfortunately this romanticism is a bit out of
date. It has spawned the myth of the generalist.
(The lawyer is the "last". generalist etc. etc. ad
nauseam).' All 'this is self-defeating, unrealistic
and a greatdissetvice to the public. . . .
Certification of : lawyers as specialists in
different fields (more or tess on the California
plan) is what I foresee, together with a moderate
.amount of "dignified" advertising. In a transient
society it seems ludicrous to be limited to such
discreet 'devices as the "lawyers' referral service"
(the existence of which is, in and of itself,
unknown to most members of the public) or to be
told by the county court house: "Look at the
Yellow Pages: ..we cannot give out the names of
attorneys who handle domestic relations cases...
ethics, you know!"
9. Legal clinics would have the following
advantages:
(l)cost-efficiency-experts take less time to
solve or advise on problems than do generalists
(2)mutual consultation-clients willbe treated
as "whole persons" with, perhaps, a conglom-
erate of interlocking problems solved by coop-
eration among specialist who know enough
about each others' fields to communicate effec-
tively (again medical analogues suggest them-
selves at this point>;
(3) avoidance of sudden and catastrophic ex-
penses to clients which may well discourage
'''potential'' clients from even seeking legal ad-
vice until their problems cannot be remedied or
can only be remedied at ruinous expense.
Hence.pre-paid plans.
(4) Greater public confidence in lawyers as
"counsellors" practicing preventive law rather
than "shysters" who parasitically thrive on the
misfortunes of fellow humans (which is exactly
the way lawyers were perceived even pre-Water-.
gatel) .
10. One last point: this is hardly a revolutionary
proposal. The most prestigious and the largest
·law firms in this country are already working on
the "clinic" principle. They do not use their
anti-trust experts to handle bond issues!
SBA.ReactstoFacultyVotes
by Roy Baldwin . SBA has been trying to Faculty rejected our Model
First Year Percentage Ranks eliminate these disparities;. but Answer Proposal by a vote of 17
Available . in the meantime, as a service to . to 6, and. three of those six were
Many first year students are those first year students who are the student representatives'
justifiably upset about the grade preparing job resumes,' the, votes.
disparities among the three Grade. Reform Committee has I found it particularly dis-
sections in their first semester calculated percentile rankings turbing that of all the faculty
courses, Bill Wallace and Rich- for each first year section. The members who sit on the Scholar-
ard Spector of SBA's Grade table appears on pageLof this ship Commitee, which recom-
Reform Committee have cal- issue of the Advocate. ' mended our proposal to the
culated that the difference .be- If you have any questions faculty with only one dissenting
tween class averages of the about the table, please come to vote, not one was willing to
highest and lowest sections is the SBA Office, lOlA Bacon, support it last Friday.
two points. .. and talk about it before you send SBA's Response-We'd Rather
That's not quite as bad as last out your resumes! Do ItOurselves.
year's disparity, but it's still The Model Answer Goes Down The faculty's vote is unfor-
obviously unfair that one-third InFlames tunate, but SBA has no inten-
of the first year class should be Last Friday's faculty meeting, tion of letting that setback deter
penalized two points just be- the first for your new SBA us from realizing the many
cause their last names fall in one representatives, was, to be frank, advantages of using model an-
part of the alphabet. not a pleasant experience. The (Please tom to p, 6, col. 3)
Sirulnik Airs Views on CLC and Teaching
by Robert Lehrman
Eric Sirulnik is a visiting
associate professor of law. and
director of the Community Legal
Clinic. He has taught Torts.
Criminal Law. and a Criminal
PracticeSeminar at the National
Law Center.
Q.) How did you become a law
professor?
A.> I came to Washington in
1968 as a VISTA lawyer enrolled
in a special Masters .of Law
program here at G. W. It was
then called the Urban Law
Institute and the concept was to
train lawyers in the skills of
urban law and poverty law. The
object was to earn a masters in
urban law and perhaps teach or
in some other way contribute to .
the war on poverty. Subse-
quently I taught humanities for
a year in the Columbian College,
an experimental course called
"Law and the Humanities" and
it was really an enjoyable
teaching experience. We talked
about the institutional effects of
technology; for instance its
effect on the law.
Q,) What did this course haveto
do with the teaching of law?
A.) One of the things I have seen
with increasing frequency is that
the institution oflaw has become
technocratized.
Q.) Technocratized?
A.) Big business. You look at the
size of the firms and you'll see
what 1 mean. Or take an
individual who makes between
$7000 and $14.000 a year. They
can't afford a good lawyer and
yet they make too much money
to qualify for free legal services.
They're just not marketable.
Q.) Are you predicting a Medi-
caid in Law?
A.) I think we've already seen
the beginning of it with prepaid
legal services. Some groups have
organized a plan whereby you
pay a set sum a year and are
guaranteed representation with-
in certain limits. I think that is
the way of the future.
Q.) How as a teacher can you
contribute to the development of
an ethos that is not Technocrat-
ized?
A,) I try to talk about human .
issues in the law as opposed to
the. more pragmatic approach
that ~sfav?red if not in teaching
certainly m today's practice. I
think one of the reasons that law
is practiced that way is because
little to the contrary has been
offered or rather encouraged as
an alternative.
Q.) Aren't you ignoring an
economic reality that demands a
oresult oriented approach when
the final issue is winning or
losing an important decision?
A.) I don't see economic reality
and an idealistic view point as
being mutally exclusive. I don't
see why a· person can't be 0
comfortable and still practice
law with a concern for some
things other than a profit
motive. One need not be an
oempire-builder in order to be
happy. .
Q.) Do you feel there is much
room for change in the teaching
of law?
A.) Absolutely, I think law is
being taught in an archaic.
obsolete, ineffective,and per-
haps decadent manner. What
I'm saying is that many skills
and values that you need when
you get out of law school to
become a lawyer are not taught
in law school.
Q,) Could you teach a Watergate
convicted felon values in law-
school?
A.)I'dsay there's a lot of room
for improvement. Whereever
they went to law school they
certainly didn't major in ethics.
oYou see, one. of the problems
is that during the entire Water-
gate experience. ofher lawyers
were saying that the only
difference between the Water-
gate defendants and much of the
legal community was that the
Watergate defendants got
caught. That is preposterous.
Yet, on the other hand, when the
bar spoke as an institution, it
.deemed these acts an outrageous
invasion of the ethical Never-
land. Perhaps that shows a
difference between what the law
school experience- is and what
the real world is.
Q.) How do your; propose; this
problem be solved? .
A.) I think the law was en-
visioned to bean ethical profes-
sion and we need to return to
that view. We have lost sight of it
largely because of the institu-
tional effect Imentioned earlier.
Reverting will involve sacrifices.
Some of these ethical considera-
tions can be approached through
the clinical experience for in-
stance. If a student has a choice
of going home. over vacation or
waiting around to see if his
landlaord-tenant case has been
. finally resolved, . . .
Q.) That seems to me to be a
decision one can't be taught.
A.) Well no, but its a decision
that one can be exposed to so
that one can wrestle with it. And
perhaps with the guidance of the
clinical professor,one will see
that one can't go home on the
vacation, that one has to give it
up.
Q.) Guidance with a whip?
A.rWell, I've seen .students
mature in two years in the clinic
and develop skills that many 0
practicing attorneys of greater
years don't have. Perhaps most
important, they've dealt with
clients and developed an op-
portunity here at the law school
to allow their values to mature.
Q.)To be honest with you.I still
don't understand how one "can in
three years of legal 0 training
institute values that aren't in-
herent in the individual's erno- 0
tional make-up.
A.) Look at law students. If a
young man comes to school
wearing a $200 Pierre Cardin
suit its because he is emulating
what he thinks a practicing
lawyer should look like. The only
effective means of teaching a
student what a lawyer is, is
through example. The practice
of law is unacceptable a la
Watergate, yet the model that
the student has presently is not
his professor who reads from dry
textbooks. Rather, its some-
where between Perry Mason and
oJohn Ehrlichman.
A.) Unfortunately, Ehrlichman
is more realistic so that's the
form that many follow. However,
if the law student could practice
in a clinical atmosphere and
gain exposure to some 0 really
good people who are say in
public interest law, who work
hard hours, who aren't inter-
estedin money and respect their
clients, then perhaps they will
have an alternate 0 model to
emulate, and perhaps then the
values ...
Q.) Do we now have a descrip-
tion of our interviewee?
A.)No,you don't. I'm mostly a
teacher not a public interest
lawyer. I'd like to see the oppor-
tunitites for clinical programs
expanded so that more students
could take advantage of the
valuable experience possible
there. I don't necessarily mean
courtroom litigation. I think
advocacy in front of a hearing
officer. or administrative advo-
cacy or any such area that the
person is. itnerested in would
provide a beneficial· clinical
oexperience.
Q.) Do you see the present legal
education as a specialization to
the exclusion of other develop-
ment?
A;) Yes. Certainly the age of the
generalistis no longer with us.
Q.) How does one choose to be a
generalist in a legal environment
that produces specialists that
can do a better job?
A.) Well, the specialist is tailor-
made to serve a special market.
The average person on the street
doesn't need a specialist for his
problems but he could be greatly
aided by competent legal plan-
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ning and advice, which a
generalist can offer. Perhaps
Washington is a bad area to use
as an example because of the
complexity that exists here.
Q.) Speaking of complexity; I've
heard you have many interesting
facets to your life outside of law
school.
A.) I have two great loves in life.:
perhaps three... I have a 1953
Richardson which is a 42 foot
wooden cruiser that I've been
restoring over the past two years.
The first time I saw it, it was
underwater. 0
Q.) Your two other loves?
A.) Hockey and sailing. My
eventual dream ...
Q.) Your dream?
A.) I have a dream. It is
eventually at some point in my
life to sail around the world.
Q.) To study the different legal
systems, no doubt?
A.) I never thought .of that;
maybe it would be deductible if I
did it that way. 0
Q.) Isn't that a bit escapist in
light of your earlier comments
on the need for committed self-
sacrificing lawyers?·
A.) Certainly, but postponed es-
capism is perhaps the. best
ovehicle for encouraging hard
work and . diligent commitment
in the present. Its almost a
rationalization for the strenuous
work hard. ethic-a reward at
some later date.
Q.) Do you feel that your hard
work will lead you eventually to
some just reward, many leagues
distant? .
A.) Many leagues, I like that ..•
yeah.
Library "Freight Trains" to be Eliminated
• •• 0 ·0 • Sound Source dB(A) Response Criteria
Heavy Truck (SOfeet) 90 Hearing Damage (8 hours)
o •
Pneumatic Drill (50 feet}
• 0 by R.G. BldweU
Last year student 0 pressure forced the university to tak~ some action about the
ventilation system in the law library building. The ~roblem IS not a new one. It goes
back seven and one half years to the time we moved in, • • .• ..
One ofthe problems has been temperature control. FrequentlY.lt IS eltherto~ hot or
too cold And sometimes it is too hot and too cold at the same time but on different
ofloors. Electric heaters have been in use in this building almost .continuously since last
April.. ....,
But the biggest problem has been the noise of the air-han?lin~ system. I didn t
realize just how serious the noise problem was until I started skimming through some
of the material on "noise pollution." A par:ial table of "Weighted Sound Levels and
Human Response" is shown in the table at nght.. ..
7 Natural Resources Lawyer 294 makes the following classifications:
"43 dBA interferes with study; 0
4S dBA interferes with recuperation from illness;
S5dBA interferes with sleep;
62 dBA interferes with .communication; and
75 dBA interferes with health and job performance."
And further, that "[nlormal 'concern' for ,know~ loss of hearing, o.rdinary annoy~nce
and neurosis from noise becomes 'alarm as evidence of unconSCIOUS, unrecognized
effects mounts to link heart disease, cardiovascular dysfunction, migraine headaches,
gastrointes.tinal disorders, allergies, psych.o-physiolog!c~l. probl~m~: neurotic
behavior, ... inefficiency, accidents and domestic incompatibility to noise,
A survey has finally been complete~ an? recommendations for the necess~ry
corrective steps have been made. The umve~sl~y has a~proved the necessary funding
to complete the work this summer. The cost IS m the neighborhood of $150,000!
80 Annoying
Freight Train (SO feet)
Freeway Traffic (50 feet) 70 Telephone Use Difficult
" Intrusive






Soft Whisper (IS feet) 30 Very Quiet
To get back to my sudden realization of the seriousness of the sound situation, as I
recollect, from my fifteen minute perusal ofthe survey report and recommendations a
few months ago, some ofthe readings in the basement stack area were in the 60-80
dBA range. I've developed high blood pressure. What's your problem?
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Hot Dixie Rock Has Capricorn Rising
ago, is now in the top ten in D,C.
because of the popularity of the
single "Free Bird." Their second
album, Second Helping was
produced by Al Kooper and
includes "Sweet Home Ala-
bama," Like Wet Willie's "Ala-
bama", it attacks uninformed
criticsm of Southern life:
"In Birmingham they love the
guhv-ner.
Well, we all did what we could
do,
Now Watergate does not
bother me.
Does your conscience bother
you?
The song is a direct answer to
Neil Young's "Southern Man,"
and is motivated by a rising
pride by a young South which is
tired of having to feel guilty
about liking what Dixie has to
offer, especially in the face of
recent Northern desegregation
controversies.
This new pride was evident
last summer when all of the
above bands crowded into At-
lanta Stadium with 70,000 faith-
ful for a "Georgia Jam." While
sitting somewhere in left field. I
witnessed the Allman Brothers
Band ascend body, soul, and
amp into Rock and Roll Heaven.
It was perhaps the greatest
reception they've ever received,
even warmer because Atlanta is
where the Allman Brothers
began, playing free Sunday
afternoon concerts in Piedmont
Park.
While at "Georgia Jam," a
, fellow-occupant of left tield
offered his assessment of the
event: "Well hell ... the South's
not gonna rise again .. .It's al-
ready risen and come out on
top ...The North just hasn't been
listening. "
By Michael Hess
The new South is on the rise,
politically, economically, indus-
trially, maybe even morally, The
South is even boasting a new
cash crop, Dixie Rock, and with
it, a strong influence in popular
music nationally,
Studios like Muscle Shoals,
Capricorn, and other recording
centers in Nashville. Memphis,
Atlanta, and New Orleans are
changing the direction of Ameri-
can rock. (You might wonder
what a column on Southern
Music has to do with the law.
Probably nothing. That's why I
wrote it.)
Dixie Rock is a family affair.
Since the biggest bands of the
South share a common record
label (Capricorn of Macon), they
often share musicians, or stages.
It's not unusual to be happily
watching the Marshall Tucker
Band only to suddenly realize
that Gregg Allman is playing his
organ in the shadows.
Furthermore, perhaps due to
The Allman influence, many
Southern bands include several
family members, a cousin or
two, and several people brought·
in off the streets for the
occasion. One such occasion is
Wet Willie, of Macon, Georgia.
Besides being something
slightly obscene that you do with
your finger, some spit, and
somebody else's ear, Wet Willie
is a band, originally from
Mobile, Alabama. They grew up
together, with the lead vocalist,
Jimmy Hall, and his brother
Jack, who plays bass, singing in
a Baptist Church gospel choir.
Maybe that's why Wet Willie's
albums sound a little like revival
meeting while their concerts find
the audience singing, dancing,
and speaking in tongues. When
Jimmy breaks into "Trust in the
Lord" or "He Set Me Free," you
almost wonder if there's a
Baptist syndicate backing him
up.
Willie is one of the South's
fastest rising bands, but they've
got competition, from Spartan-
burg (not Spartansburg), South
Carolina. Those who think that
Hilton Head is South Carolina's
only contribution to the Western
world would do well to listen to
the Marshall Tucker Band's new
album, Where We All Belong,
Once again, it's a family
production, headed by Toy
Caldwell on vocals and guitars
and brother Tommy on bass.
"How Can I Slow Down" and
"This 01' Cowboy" will do much
to erase Marshall Tucker's
Allman-image, A good thing,
too; they've stood in the Allman-
shadow for much too long,
The Allman Brothers haven't
released an album since Broth-
ers and Sisters, but two mem-
bers have done solo efforts.
Richard Betts has done much to
help the Allman Band retain its
sound since the deaths of Gregg
Allman and Barry Oakley.
Of Mice and Men is a T'rium ph
by Alan Kleinburd
Not all great works of art are
hanging on museum walls. One
of the greatest works of art I
have ever seen is presently on
view at the Kennedy Center's
Eisenhower Theater. Of Mice
and Men, produced by Elliot
Martin, is magnificent-abso-
lutely perfect.
John Steinbeck adapted the
play from his novel in 1937 with
the assistance of George S.
Kaufman. Steinbeck, possibly
America's most talented writers
of socially conscious material
centers on the plight of migrant
workers during the depression as
he did in the Pulitzer Prize-
winning Grapes of Wrath.
The central characters of the
play are George and Lenny.
Lenny is big, strong and simple-
minded. George is his co-travel-
ler. and while Lenny provides
the brawn of the duo, George
provides the brains. Through
these two. Steinbeck portrays
the conditions in which these
poor, homeless workers must
live.
Yet Of Mice and Men is not a
one-dimensional expose, and in
that sense it is superior to Upton
Sinclair's The Jungle. George
and Lenny represent the
American Dream. Their plan is
to save their money and buy
their own farm-to be indepen-
dent-to be their own bosses.
But the plan is not really a plan,
but rather a dream, a dream
which wiJI never come true.
George and Lenny, however,
are more than just representa-
tions of ideas. They are warm
touching characters. To be sure,
James Earl Jones and Kevin
Conway help the characters
tremendously, but praise is
certainly due Steinbeck who has.
given us men with whom we can
empathize and for whom we can
sympathize. In fact, all the
characters are well constructed
and it is clear throughout the
play that one is watching the
product of a sensitive, master-
craftsman.
But Steinbeck is not the only
great talent participating in this
production. The actors' perfor-
mances vary from excellent to
breathtaking. The minor char-
actersare all fine. with David
Gale; as Slim, perhaps the first
among equals. Kevin Conway
plays George, a difficult role
which he handles beautifully.
And then there is James Earl
Jones as Lenny, giving as superb
a performance as one could ever
hope to see. I should think that
playing a mentally deficient
person is a rather difficult task,
and if the role were not played
right, Lenny could be viewed as
a buffoon.
But Jones treats Lenny with
respect. and forces us to under-
stand Lenny's problems, not
laugh at them. Everything that
Jones does with Lenny seems
right. The expressions on Jones'
face are marvelous, and even the
way he sits down is masterful.
Contributors Needed
Announcing the birth ofa
new press whose life depends
upon your contributions.
The paper will provide .a
forum for both intellectual
and creative expression up-
on the "grand scheme of
things."
Bring your articles, belle-
lettres, poems, thoughts,
essays, etc. to CIRCLE, clo
Sebastian Graber, lOlA
Bacon Hall.
But its really a question of
. metaphysics - the vibrations
that Jones sends out to the
audience cannot be explained,
only experienced.
Unfortunately, I understand
that the entire run (through
April 5) is almost sold out,
however, standing room tickets
are available the day of each
performance. I would strongly
recommend seeing this play
under any conditions, for it is
not merely. a play to be long
remembered, but rather a play
never to be forgotten.
Now Betts has reasserted his
country roots, gone on tour, (he
was recently at DAR Ham, and
released Highway Call, which is
a more logical follow-up to
Brothers and Sisters than either
of Gregg Allman's solo albums.
Backed by the Rambos (a gospel
trio), the Poindexters (a country-
bluegrass band), and Vassar
Clements (second only to Byron
Berline on fiddle), he has
produced a really listenable
album.
On the other hand. Gregg
Allman's first solo album, Laid
Back and his new live double
album The Gregg Allman Tour
depart from the typical Allman
sound. When I saw the tour in
Atlanta's Fox Theatre, Gregg
was backed by-twenty-four piece
orchestra, an eleven-man rock
band. a horn section, and three
female singers.
Few artists could sit in front of
that kind of backup and not
sound terribly overproduced.
(Procul Harcum tried it on their
live album and lost.) This
album has, perhaps, the lushest
arrangements of any Dixie rock
to date, but it works. Credit it to
Allman's vocals, or Chuck Lea-
vell's piano, or Boyer & Talton's
guitars. but H does work.
Two Atlanta bands are on the
move nationally. The Atlanta
Rythm Section has been hanging
out for years at studios around
the South, but have only recently
started to move with their single,
"Doraville" (A song in praise of
a non-descript Atlanta suburb),
and their album Third Annual
Pipe Dream.
Another Hot 'Lanta band is
Lynyrd Skynyrd, whose first
album Pronounced 'Led- 'nerd
'Skin- 'nerd, released two years
SBAPresident's Report
(Continued from page 4)
swers. If the faculty won't
implement a model answer
problem, then I believe the SBA
should.
To that end I have directed
the SBA Grade Reform Com-
mittee to consider two proposals:
1.That a series of "How to Take
an Exam" seminars be organ-
ized in time for this spring's first
year exams. Each seminar,
which would be limited to small
group sessions, would be keyed
to a particular professor's
course.
These small-group seminars
would be run by second- and
third-year students who had
previously taken the professor's
exam. A small fee would be
charged, which would go to
compensating the seminar
leaders.
2. That a Blue Book File be
started, to complement the
Exam File on the third floor of
the Library. Students would be
asked to retrieve their blue
books after grades had been
posted, and donate copies of
them to be placed on file, to be
available as a study aid for
future students.
The Unwritten Rules, Part One
The students who attended
the faculty meeting were sur-
prised to hear one professor say
that it is University policy that
once grades are given to the
Registrar no change may be
made by the professor except to
correct "mathmatical errors" .
This was news to me, so I
asked the professor for a citation
to that rule, as I was sure that
students would like to read it.
Dean Kramer responded that
the rule hasn't ever been written
down anywhere. Dean Potts
assured us that it's been Univer-
sity policy for years.
I was amazed that such an
important rule had (a) never
been put in writing and (b) never
been communicated to the stu-
dents, who after all would seem
to need to know about such
rules.
Anyway, I'll try to find out if
there are any other such rules
that we should be wary of. In the
meantime, be careful where you
step-you may be treading on an
unwritten rule!
The Resolution to Censure
The Law Review
A resolution was introduced
at the SBA meeting last Wed-
nesday that would have the SBA
censure the Law Review and
initiate action to reduce its
budget and make those funds
available to other student organ-
izations.
The Resolution would have us
take this action primarily be-
cause of delays in getting the
Law Review issues out. The
August, 1974 issues, as you may
remember, was finally published
in February of this year.
Pursuant to SBA procedure,
the resolution was automatically
tabled for final debate and a
vote at our next regularly
scheduled meeting, March 26 at
8:30 pm in the New Student
Lounge. Since that date conflicts
with Passover, however, we will
seek another meeting date.
The SBA, of course, will not
take a stand on the Resolution
until both viewpoints have been
heard. To that end I have invited
Frank Gumpert, sponsor of the
resolution, and Dan Abrams,
Editor in Chief of the Law
Review, to discuss the issue at a
meeting of the SBA Executive
Commitee to be held later on
this week.
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A lumni Office Provides Link for Graduates
by Cindy Ludvigsen
Clifford Dougherty, dressed in
a burgundy-colored suede vest
and quiet plaid suit, leaned back
in his office swivel chair. Hung
crookedly on the wall behind his
paper-cluttered desk was a large
canvas stroked with swirls of
bright red, orange, pink, blue
and green paint.
With characteristic friendli-
ness and a chuckle, Dougherty,
director of the law alumni
relations office, spoke into the
telephone, "Well, if you say so
your honor, that's all I need to
know." The judge, a National
LawCenter alumnus, had called
to ask Dougherty to talk with a
law center applicant and to let
Dougherty know that he consid-
ered this applicant a good
prospect. The alumni director,
who, in the course of his job,
often gives advice and guided
tours to prospective students
mad,e an, appointment to tak~
the Judge s friend to lunch and
~how him the school the follow-
mg week.
.According to Dougherty, ap-
p~lcants recommended by alum-
m get no special favors if they do
not meet the average grade and
LSAT requirements of the law
center. However, if they do meet
these requirements, the admis-
sions committee is informed of
an alumnus' interest. "We make'
no bones about the fact that we
give these applications a close
look," admitted Dougherty.
"We make sure they don't get
lost in the shuffle."
four years later they bid farewell,
as students, to the law center at a
reception for graduates, also
sponsored by the alumni office.
In the interim student contact
with the office varies, depending
largely on the student. The office
will arrange for alumni speakers
at student sponsored events.
Dougherty, who probably knows
more people with past or present
affiliations with the law center
than anyone in the country,
delights in giving students the
names of, or introducing them
to, alumni who might be helpful
with job advice or job hunting,
Established in 1965 to organ-
ize the celebration of the
National Law Center's 100th
Most students are introduced anniversary, the alumni rela-
to the Law Center by a breakfast tions office helps coordinate and
for first year students sponsored support the national volunteer
by the alumni office before alumni chapters. These chapters
classes begin each fall. Three or exist in several states, including
5·Year Rule Proposed 0 '. '. ' .' 1
(Continued from page 3) attorneys, and possibly military CR/NC 'tn D.C. Green Sections
for Maryland 60%. According to lawyers. .
Anthony Nigro, D.C. Bar Coor- . Institution of five-year prac- (Continued from page 1) passing standa~ds so that every NLC degree is as
dinator, more attorneys were tree rule, moreover, would run solve the D. C. Green problem or too busy good as one WIth honors.
admitted to the D.C. Bar last counter to what many see as a defeating a student-supported model answer Professor Green asserts that "we do not need
year by motion than by exam. liberalizing and nationalizing proposal, the faculty on this attempt approved by invidious distinctions and discriminations either
B t di t J h D trend in bar admissions, in 17 to 2 the end of competitive grading for among the students within our walls or among the
I t
Uhaccor 10,g 0 o'dn t~ug- particular the rapid growth of Professor Green's sections, effective in the fall. graduates who go out from them. We do need the
as ere are a so consI era Ions h MI' BE" Th 't b I' h iti d d' ti f 11 h . . hhi h f t inina th t e u tistate ar xarnination. e campaign 0 a 0 Iscompetl Ion IS e rca Ion 0 a to t e proposition t at every
wt 1 aVf re a1010g 1 e ~r~- The Georgetown Law Weekly, nonetheless still alive and is now concerned with degree from the The National Law Center is
fed ral e. aow:yer~em1oy~ . y in an editorial in its February 24, granting of J.D. degrees with honors. Green, who assurance to the world that its recipient is ad~ e.ra agenc~es '". ot r,er J~t1s. issue. strongly urged the D.C. included a resolution to end all degrees conferred reliable craftsman, a compassionate counsellor
~ct~onsare 0 te~ trans e~re to Bar not to take "a step with honors in his 1973 proposals to the faculty, and a sound scholar of the law." Among the
t ~ it be office 10 Washmgto;, backward" in its recommend a- points out that "there has to be peasantry at the faculty Professor Green still stands alone in his
all It ecomes ?ec~ssary to e tion to the Committee on bottom to support the honors." He quickly adds beliefs. At this writing, moreover, no NLC
,a lowedDtopractice in the local Admissions. The editorial urged that non-competition is not incongruous with students have been reported pulling the well-
courts. ouglas noted. the District to "contribute to the academic excellence and suggests setting high stabbed knives from their compatriot's backs.
The ncighborhood kg~ ~~ s~utions, n~ the probkms, of ~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
vices program might also be misdirected, protectionist, par-
inhibited by repeal of a liberal ochial bar regulations."
entry rule, he pointed out, with (Parts of this article have been
recruitment of poverty lawyers reprinted from an article by
made more difficult. Similarly Richard Hunter in the February
affected might be corporation 24. 1975. Georgetown Law
house counsel, public interest Weekly.)
Florida, Texas, Idaho, Califor-
nia and Hawaii.
"A private institution," ex-
plained Dougherty, "depends on
its alumni for continued exist-
,ence. The attorneys throughout
.the country who organize and
work with local alumni chapters
do not get paid for their time
and efforts. What they do is
truly a labor of love. My job is to
provide administrative support,
to make the tasks of these
volunteers as easy as possible."
Dougherty, himself a law
center alumnus (1964), is a
talkative, ingratiating man,
which makes him a natural for
his job. He spends one-fourth to
one-third of his time on the
road, planning and attending
the alumni chapter meetings
which are usually held in
conjunction with bar association
meetings in each state.
As Dougherty sees them, local
chapter meetings often help to
advance the careers of law
alumni by giving them a chance
to discuss current professional
activities and perhaps to act
upon professional goals and
plans. At these meetings alumni
can also obtain up-to-date in-
formation about the Law Center
and its progress and problems.
This. said Dougherty, helps to
build pride in the Law Center
which leads alumni to encourage
people to apply to the school and
attend if accepted.
Alumni fund contributions
are solicited by the university's
General Alumni Association,
Fund solicitation does not fall
within the scope of the law
alumni relations office's duties
and is not conducted at local
alumni chapter meetings. '
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Zyblon, Last Hurrah Victorious
board play of rugged Dave
Reicher, with a. balanced of-
fense, featuring tournament
scoring leader (46 points) Jed
Schlacter. Rich Specter's pin-
point passing and consistency,
(10 points in each of the teams' 4
victories) provided a steadying
influence.
higher on the court than in the
classroom in winning the Men's
Division with a 42-31 victory
over consolation champion Cun-
ning Runts. Last Hurrah raced
to an 18-5 lead in the first 7
minutes, and was never seriously
challenged in the title game.
The champions blended a
stingy defense, led by the strong
by John Opitz
Coed Division
Roger Johnson's 9 second half
points led to a 40-37 come-from-
behind victory over Legal Aide
in Thursday's Coed Champion-
ship Game. Heavy favorites
entering the game, Zyblon
trailed 20-16 before reeling off
10 unanswered points to start
the second half. The .Coed
Champs, mostly first year stu-
dents, stretched their lead to 11
points, then withstood a furious
Legal Aide rally in the closing
moments. Mike Zeldin's two free
throws with47 seconds narrowed
the lead to two points, but time
finally ran out on Legal Aide.
Zyblon breezed into the finals
with victories over Bandits (32-
25) and 5 Guard Offense (34-26).
Legal Aide's trip to the finals
was more treacherous, with last
second victories over Happy
Hookers (33-31 I, Old Skihottees
(26-24), and Bandits (31-30).
Men's'Division
First Year Section 13's Last
Hurrah showed they can score
TPO
Biting the Bullet at Capital Centre
designed to accommodate as
many people as possible, fan
comfort was not a consideration.
The seats are not only too
narrow, they are also too close
together.
4. The stadium help varies
from fair to quite incompetent,
with the emphasis on the latter.
Be prepared to find the seats
that you reserved occupied by
someone else whose ticket just
happens to be an exact replica of
yours.
5. Despite the fact that the
Telescreen (the giant screen.
which hangs over the. court
providing you with .a television
, view of the game) is a good idea,
it is improperly used. Far too few
replays are shown (sometimes
none are shown during an entire
game) while far too many
commercials are. If you wanted
to watch commercials, you
could've stayed home.
The above criticism notwith-
standing, the fact that Washing-
ton does have a sports arena
large enough to accommodate
professional sports is commend-
able in itself: So, by all means,
go to the Capital Centre. Some
of the teams playing there are
really 'great.
where freom$3 to $8.50 per seat
for your tickets,
Your next surprise comes
when you decide to buy some-
thing to eat or drink. A small
cup of beer costs $1.05, a slightly
larger one costs $1.75. A small,
dry, plain hamburger runs you
80c which you can wash down (if
you don't choke first) with an
ice-filled small cup of coke
which costs SOc. Game programs
will run you a buck and a half,
the rest of the souvenirs, just
forget about ..
3. The arena itself is not such
a delight either. The stair steps
are extremely small and are
uneven in some spots.
The air filtration system is
pathetic especially if you are
sitting in the upper deck seats to
which your mediocre clerking
salary. constrains you. All the.
smoke in the stadium tends to
hang over the last several rows of
the facility causing your eyes to
water and your throat to dry out.
The heating system at the
Centre usually. is not regulated
properly so be prepared to wear
a coat during the game because
it is generally cool up in the
stands.
Since the rows of seating were
home court for several Washing.
ton professional sports teams, is
located in Landover, Maryland.
For those of you who ask,
"Where is Landover?" the ap-
propriate response is "In the
middle of nowhere."
The Capital Centre is located
off the Beltway approximately
fifteen miles east of the Belt-
way's intersection with the Balti-
more-Washington Parkway.
This location makes it difficult
for District of Columbia and
Virginia sports fans to arrive at
the games. By the most direct
route. it is approximately a65
mile round-trip from Arlington
to the Capital Centre. You have
to be a pretty dedicated sports
fan to make that trip regularly.
2. We all know that inflation
has hit this country hard during
the past several years, but you
haven't seen anything until you
decide to buy something at the
Centre. The first shocker comes
when you discover that with
acres and acres of brushland
available for parking facilities, .
the Centre management has
decided to charge you $2 for the
privilege of parking your car in
their lot. This is a little hard to
take after you have paid any-
by John Brusniak
Have you been to the Capital
Centre? The arena which houses
Washington's basketball, hock-
ey, and lacrosse teams, as well as
other' special events,' has been
open for a year now. It opened
last year amidst much fanfare
and hoopla over how great a
facility it was going to be.
Unfortunately, while the owner
and designer were pointing out
the facility's salient characteris-
tics, they failed. to point out
some of its drawbacks.
I. The arena, which is the
BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOLLaw Spouses Notes
Classroom Located
One Block Inside Capital Beltway
9423 Georgia A~enue. Silver Spring Maryland
event will take' place in the
Alumni Lounge at 714 21st St.,
N.W.
Cost per couple is $5.50; you
should mail your checks as soon
as possible to Laurie Levinson,
4908 Herkimer Drive, Annan-
dale, Virginia, or call Laurie at
354-1466.
by A.V. Ulmer
Law Spouses cordially invites
you to attend a Wine & Cheese
Tasting Party on March 22.
Various exotic and gourmet
wines and cheeses will be
introduced by our local wine
experts.
Seals on the bottles will be
broken at 8:00 pm, and the
MARYLA D BAR EXAM'
Long course commences April 1, 1975
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